Abstract We define an infinite stochastic state machine, the BatteryDischarge-Model (BDM), which simulates the behaviour of linear and jump complexity of the continued fraction expansion of multidimensional formal power series, a relevant security measure in the cryptanalysis of stream ciphers.
Introduction
In cryptography two important measures of sequence complexity are the linear and jump complexity, dealing with the continued fraction expansion of the sequence seen as formal power series over some finite field F q . While both complexities are well understood for single sequences ( [3] , [6] ), a current topic is to generalize these notions to multisequences (M streams of symbols in parallel) with first results for M = 2, q = 2 given in [2] .
In Section I we suggest an infinite recurrent stochastic automaton and finite approximations, the Battery-Discharge-Model that simulates the continued fraction expansion (proof in Section II) and thus (Section III) answers questions about linear and jump complexity for every M ("multi"-ness), q (order of finite field), and n (length of sequence). 
b) Model with discharge
Each of the M + 1 major cycles now is divided into M + 1 subcycles t = * , 1, . . . , M. Subcycle * shows the result of decrementing d or incrementing the b i , whereas during subcycle t, t = 1, . . . , M, battery b t may discharge into the drain, provided it has high enough potential that is b t > d. In this case the excess charge goes from b t to the drain, amounting to an interchange d ↔ b t of values, thus maintaining the invariant.
The behaviour with discharge is as follows (for illustration we use M = 3): The underlined battery is the one, b t , corresponding to the subcycle. We show the result at the end of the subcycle. In case of a discharge, (the new) b t is in boldface:
The behaviour of this model I.b) is (purely) periodic.
c) Model with discharge and inhibition
Finally we introduce the stochastic element of temporary inhibition of a battery (observe that in I.a) the batteries never discharge, in I.b) always): This is our full model. We shall use only the states at timesteps (T, * ) and let the transition probability take care of the events (discharge, inhibition) during subcycles t = 1, . . . , M. The state set is isomorphic to Z M × {0, . . . , M}, where the M battery levels and the main cycle are given and the drain value results implicitly
Every transition probability is of the form Let Q T be the (infinite) set of all states in main cycle T, T = 0, . . . , M. We adjoin a class K ∈ N 0 to each state as follows: State (0, . . . , 0; 0) 0, * and all states reachable without inhibition from here are in class 0 (these are just the states (. . . ) T, * of model I.b). All states reachable from a class K with i ∈ N 0 inhibitions belong to class K + i. If a state can be reached in different ways (number of inhibitions), the smallest such class number applies. The rationale for these classes is:
i) Numerical evidence shows that in the stationary distribution of the infinite model in each cycle T , every state of class K occurs with probability exactly q −K times the probability of the (unique) state in class 0.
ii) For q → ∞, almost always we are in the states of class 0. Hence, restricting the (infinite) state set Z M ×{0, . . . , M} to those states within classes 0 . . . K 0 , for some fixed accuracy K 0 ∈ N 0 , we obtain -at least for large q -a fairly good approximation to the infinite model. In this case, for a state in class K, the model allows at most K 0 −K more inhibitions and thus the (K 0 −K +1)-st battery with b > d has to discharge (with probability 1). 
(the same for every T ). Then a state of class K has probability q −K /P(M, q).
Example The bounded model for M = 3 and K 0 = 2 consists of (3 + 1) · 2 K=0 p K (3) = 16 states (one state each in class 0 and 1, two states in class 2, for each T ). Since P(3, q) = q 3 /((q − 1) 2 (q + 1)), already this very limited model accounts for a share (1 · q 0 + 1 · q 1 + 2 · q 2 )/P(M, q) of the stationary probability distribution of the unbounded model, which is 75% for q = 2, 99.6% for q = 8 etc.
Here we give all states with class K ≤ K 0 = 2, belonging to subcycle (T, * ) together with all of their successor states in subcycle (T + 1, * ) and the respective transition probability. In the first line e.g., we have a probability of 1/q 2 to go to (0, 0, −1; 0) instead of (q − 1)/q 3 (for 2 inhibitions and 1 discharge), since battery 2 has to discharge to keep within K ≤ K 0 , state (0, 0, 0; −1) does not appear in this bounded model. 
II. The BDM and Continued Fraction Expansion
We now apply the BDM to obtain precise values about the behaviour of the linear and jump complexity of multisequences:
. . , M be M formal power series over the finite field F q .
The linear complexity of (G t (a) | 1 ≤ t ≤ M) at n is defined as the smallest degree of a polynomial v(x), such that there are some polynomials
The jump complexity in turn counts, how often this smallest degree has changed (increased) until step n (see [4] [5]).
We derive these complexities from our BDM, using its equivalence to the multi-Strict Continued Fraction Algorithm (m-SCFA) of Dai and Feng [2] .
The m-SCFA uses the following variables to describe the state: n, the timestep d =: d SCFA , the degree of v, the current approximation denominator w t , 1 ≤ t ≤ M, a "degree deviation" of u t (x) at sequence t Our BDM uses the equivalent variables: ( * ) T , timestep, with T ≡ n mod (M + 1)
, the deviation of deg(v) from its typical value, ( * * * ) b t , b t = n M +1 − w t , 1 ≤ t ≤ M, the battery levels.
Observe that initially (at n = T = 0) d SCFA = d BDM = w t = b t = 0, ∀t, so both models coincide according to equivalences ( * ) to ( * * * ).
Let us first consider the timestep n, main cycle T , at subcycle * : Assuming d SCFA , w t fix with n → n + 1 we must have the new values
where ε = 0 for n + 1 ≡ 0 mod (M + 1) and 1 otherwise, and 
− b t ⇔ b t > d BDM corresponds to cases 3 and 4, that is discharge or inhibition. We model a discrepancy value δ = 0 by the probability of inhibition 1/q, according to the following proposition about the even distribution of discrepancy values.
Proposition In any given position (m, n), 1 ≤ m ≤ M, n ∈ N of the formal power series, exactly one choice for the next symbol a m,n will yield a discrepancy δ = 0, all other q − 1 symbols from F q result in some δ = 0.
(m,n) (x) determines exactly one approximating coefficient sequence for the m-th formal power series G m . The (only) corresponding symbol belongs to δ = 0.
In fact, for every position (m, n), each discrepancy value δ ∈ F q occurs exactly once for some a m,n ∈ F q , in other words (compare [1] 
that is interchange of d BDM with b t , as takes place in a discharge.
Finally, our transition probability over all M subcycles of D, I or -is the
(where #D + #I + #− = M), cor- 
III. Numerical Results about Multidimensional Linear and Jump Complexity
We have an infinite model and finite aproximations that simulate the behaviour of the multidimensional continued fraction expansion algorithm: The drain d corresponds to the linear complexity deviation
, whereas each "D" in a transition corresponds to a jump by a height b t − d.
We start at time 0 with a probability distribution of pr(0, . . . , 0; 0) = 1, zero everywhere else, and run the state transition matrix until reaching the stationary equilibrium.
a) Linear complexity deviation
The average linear complexity deviation in level T is (P(M, q) as in I.d): as "typical" behaviour.
The probability that the degree deviation has a certain value d 0 , for some
(all this by numerical evidence). For q = 2, we obtain For q = 100 (remember that our model requires only 2 ≤ q ∈ R), the values for d(M, T ) (and similar for all the other results) suggest formal power series in q −1 , as such valid for any q (the dots separate the powers of q −1 ): For M = 1 and 2 the closed form was already given, for M = 3 we obtain:
b) Jump complexity
The jump complexity counts how many discharges occur, and with which height b t − d. Let s 1 t −→ s 2 with t ∈ {I, D, −} M be some transition, where t denotes the actions at the M batteries. Let t I , t D , t − be the respective number of symbols I, D, and − in t, then t has overall probability q
Hence, we have an average jump complexity per time unit of
hence up to n an expected average of n · J :
jumps. Also, we calculate how many jumps by height h ∈ N occur on average as:
Again, we list some values and also have a closed formula for M = 1 and 2. 
Conclusion
We developed a model of multidimensional linear and jump complexity, using a stochastic infinite state machine, which is selfsimilar on the time axis, folding back time mod M + 1 onto itself.
Fixing an arbitrary good accuracy level K 0 , we obtain a finite model that approximates with an exponentially small (in K 0 ) error, using only polynomially many states.
We derived values for linear and jump complexity of multisequences in the average case and probabilities for deviations from that case.
The whole theory is valid for any q (order of finite field), any M (number of sequences) and any timestep n, We have numerical results for M up to 8, n → ∞, and any q, extending considerably the range of known results. 
